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Editorial

The year soldiers on, I’ve written a special report on the visit to the BMFA HQ at Buckminster
by Rachel and myself so I will not repeat myself here excepting to urge you to pay a visit to
the Exhibition, it would be well worth the effort. If you have not been to Buckminster yet you
should be surprised at the progress that has been made over the last 6 years.
The exhibition is open until the end of August.

OK, what have we got in this issue.

First up is, as promised, a detailed article by David Brawn on model recovery by tracker. The
piece includes desired equipment and an illustrated description of an actual recovery of a flight
by one of David’s gliders that flew away from Barkston. He concludes with an observation on
the best type of model owners labelling to increase the possibility of an early recovery from
Joe Public should he find the model.

I’ve resurrected another Pylonius piece where he has his typical sideways look at one or two
aspects of model flying, from Speed Models through to the Wakfield comp. held in the UK.

Stuart Darmon reports on the A1 glider postal competition he promoted for 2021-22, including
results and a few pictures. It appears the comp was well received and he proposes to repeat
the exercise in 2023.

This month’s nostalgia pieces purloined from magazines past are the Aeromodeller Annual
review of the DC Rapier 2.5 and Model Aircraft’s Blast from the Past giving an insight into
modelling back in 1947.

Peter Hall has interviewed coupe flier Antony Winter and has produced another of his
Couprofiles. These articles by Peter give an insight into the flier’s thought processes.

I finish off my report on our visits to Buckminster and also report on the BMFA 4th Area comp
at Luffenham. Since the report was written a friend, who I rode motorcycle trials with in the
60’s, has identified the moths that were found on the airfield. He nowadays is somewhat of a
Butterfly & Moth expert and the moths at Luffenham were 6 spot Burnets, see:

Six-spot Burnet | Butterfly Conservation (butterfly-conservation.org)

There are a few of odds and ends: the P38 Lockheed Lightning; another paper airplane; and
plans for Ray Malmstrom’s, Flier Phil’s Flier.

Our chairperson Tony Shepherd weighs in with a piece and pics of John Hook’s diminutive indoor
rubber powered Junior 60. Also he writes of his participation in day 3 of the F/F Nationals.

Nick Peppiatt picks up where he left off previously and continues his detailed report on his
Peanut Lobet Ganagobie. Flying yet to come.

Individual coupe fliers reports on happenings at various venues in the BMFA 5th Area
competitions are collated by Peter Hall. His bright idea of persuading individuals to write is
working out well and gives an idea how different fliers perceive an event.

Roy Tiller puts fingers to the keyboard to pick out vintage articles on the weird Rotor Flight
models, that’s rotating tubular wings. I do not know how they work, but Roy ferrets out more
than a few details. His article involves a lot of translation from German articles.

We wrap up this issue with our secretary’s monthly notes and the usual plans for three models,
One each of: Glider; Rubber; Power. This time all canards.

Editor
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Tracker Recovery - David Brawn

GPS Assisted Off-Field Free Flight Recovery

I started in free flight competitions in the early 60s when binoculars were an expensive luxury
and we simply headed off downwind hopefully. Our modest flights on RAF Henlow were seen
down on the well mown airfield and easily retrieved. Occasionally a model went off field, usually
Trevor Payne, so we would head off into the fields hoping to glimpse a fin or wingtip of the
errant model. Sixty years on retrieval has become electronically driven with our Biggles group
a model for 'off-field' retrieving; largely thanks to our equipment our enthusiastic team
technique. At the risk of teaching you to suck eggs here is the basic approach of the Biggles
retrieval team.

Equipment:-

1 Marine sighting binoculars and/or traditional compass. 2 Leo Bodner/Pym Ruyter transmitter
beacons plus receiver plus magnetic roof aerial. 3 GPS unit and magnetic roof aerial. 4
Stopwatch and Dick Smith windspeed meter. 5 Mapping, conventional and digital. Our latest
additions are 'gps beacons' where the receiver directs us straight to the model.

How we do it.
Pre-Flight check that the retrieval beacon is working and has sufficient range. Test using the
receiver with no aerial. Any glitches change beacon or battery, or both.
On the Flight-Line timekeeper with marine binos and stopwatch plus beacon receiver switched
on and receiving. Someone check the windspeed. Switch on gps and after satellite aquisition
record a waypoint at the launch point.

If the competition flight comes down on the field we stand down the 'emergency services' but
if we are in an 'off-field- fly away situation then this is what we do:-
Keep timing the model with binoculars until it goes out of sight, note the compass direction and
time on the watch but keep timing. This is our 'OOS' time.
For the beacon receiver continue timing until the signal is lost and note the time.  This is our
'signal lost' time.

Write down the times and compass direction, the back of your flight scorecard is a useful
place, and start the discussion of 'Was it still going up when you last saw it, or was it coming
down?'
On the back of your flight scorecard work out the 'OOS' time as a distance; seconds times
windspeed in metres per second, to give the nearest possibility of recovery X kilometres.
Then the 'signal lost' time is translated into distance Y kilometres.
On the gps go to the waypoints record, select the launch point waypoint and then the 'project
a waypoint' function. Input the compass reading from the binoculars along with X distance to
create a waypoint at the closest recovery point.
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Repeat with the loss of signal Y distance to create another waypoint, and then create a third
waypoint on the same projection but further out (5kms) to represent the limit of our potential
search.

The Retrieve
Off-field retrieval is rather popular with some Biggles as whichever direction we head off
from Luffenham or Barkston Heath we are heading towards a classic English country pub,
though we make it a rule to only visit such hostelries after a successful retrieve.

On the gps we activate the 'Go To' function between the launch point waypoint and most distant
waypoint to give  straight track on the gps along the line of flight. Then turn off the gps 'Track
Record Auto' function so that we concentrate on the line of flight track, with the gps cursor
showing our position on the 'Map Screen' compared to line of flight.
Into the car, put gps magnetic aerial on car roof and plug into gps (enhanced reception), and
drive off to the start of our search line; the nearest road access to the waypoint at X
kilometres.
When we get to the nearest road access out comes a high gain magnetic roof aerial with its
BNC lead connected to the beacon receiver and check for signals. Now it is a case of steadily
driving the roads that cross or approximate to the line of flight shown on the gps.
When we get a signal, which we usually do, we stop and replace the roof aerial with a yagi to
get a directional fix. Out of the car we head off along the line of maximum signal and hey
presto model found.

Well that is how it normally works after which a call at a local hostelry for celebration
refreshments is called for.

Narrowing the Search Area
Most people simply head out along the line of flight without much idea of at what distance their
model might have landed. Calculating the most probable landing area can increase your chances
of a quick successful retrieve by concentrating your efforts on the area of highest probability.
Here is an example from Barkston Heath.
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6th Area Centralised at Barkston Heath. Team Glider event. David Brawn's second flight with
Odenmanns vintage A2, timer John Cooper.
I wasn't exactly confident of my polish DT timer and three minutes into light lift I knew it was
duff. John lost the model at six minutes in binoculars on a bearing of 63 degrees in a wind-
speed estimated (forgot the meter!) at 10-15mph, with the model descending at approx
(through binoculars) three times tree height.

Wpt 1 is 'launch point'. Red line is 63 degrees projection to Wpt 7 at 7 kilometres. Waypoint
distances along the 'gps track' from Wpt 1 are 2 at 1.57km (closest possible), 3 at 1.96km
(start of main search area), 4 at 2.47km (Valley Farm access road), 5 at 3.37km (crossing track
from Slate House farm), 6 at 4.17km (crossing main road, end of main search area).

Approximations - Nothing is 100% Accurate
Plotted on my map section gps aided retrieval looks easier and more certain than it is in practice
because nothing is 100% accurate.

Compasses are only accurate to +/- 2 degrees for a handheld unit, probably the same for marine
sighting binoculars, so your line of flight is actually a cone rather than a line, steadily widening
as you get further from your launch point.

Airfield runways are reinforced with steel mesh so to get an accurate compass reading you
need to be at least five metres onto the grass off the edge of the runway.

Windspeed meters give you a good reading when you look at them but what was the speed when
you launched. Also do thermals travel slower, faster or the same speed as the surrounding air
mass?
Human error is perhaps the biggest approximation.

When Its More Problematic
If you model is going upwards in a boomer then estimating its landing time is simply
guesstimating. Even timing until the transmitter signals cease is of limited use because you
cannot be sure if the model is down or simply out of range - though this time will give you the
start position for your search as you can calculate/estimate the closest position your model
has landed at.
In these circumstances you are on a 'wing and a prayer' but you would be surprised how often
a successful retrieve is achieved - a 20+ minute flyoff from Barkston Heath was successfully
retrieved by drawing the flight line onto an OS map and then searching diligently through each
point where road access crossed the estimated flight line using a roof mounted aerial for the
beacon receiver.

More Thoughts On Retrieving
With electronic retrieval systems I think we have become lazy about setting off after our
models, tending to leave them out there knowing that we can accurately locate them at some
later time. This longer time on the ground, downwind, means there is a greater possibility of
the model being picked up by a non-modeller.

Address Labels
I used to have 'address labels' on my models with home address and phone number but I now
think these labels might encourage people finding one of my models to take it away with them.
Imagine that you found a model aircraft that had an address label showing the owner was from
over a hundred miles away.
Would you expect that owner to be within a mile of where you found the item?
No. Being a well-meaning member of the public we would pick up the model to keep it safe and
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then contact the owner on the address label when we got home.
Apply this to your downwind model and you can see how someone seeing your model, reading the
address label and then putting your model in their car and driving off intending to contact you
when they get home. Your address label has encouraged someone to take away your model from
an easy retrieve situation.

My solution has been to replace my 'address labels' with 'mobile phone number' labels.
Somebody seeing my model can call immediately to my mobile to see where I am.
Worked a treat at Barkston when my F1A was in the Ancaster housing.

Next issue, how we recover from trees.
David Brawn
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Extract from Model Aircraft July 1953
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A1 Glider Postal - Stuart Darmon

Classic A1 Glider Email International 2021-2

Last year’s Classic A1 Postal contest generated an awful lot of interest and activity, out of all
proportion to the fairly modest scoring entry. The aim had been to provide a bit of relief from
the pandemic and get modellers from all disciplines of Free Flight talking about a type of model
that everyone could relate to; a ‘serious- looking’ duration model for folks who find cabins and
undercarriages a bit too retro for their taste yet built the traditional way and individual and
characterful enough for those who find mass- produced ‘flying stick insects’ a turn- off. Dozens
were built and a good deal of fun was had, and a few folded wings too, but nothing an evening
on the kitchen table wouldn’t fix. The surprise was how many modellers best known for the
international FAI classes took part. Less surprising was that Colin Foster won by a considerable
margin with his Santanita and some very patient air picking. John Williams (the F1A flyer not
the composer) placed second with his Aiglet also leading the winning team of fellow Aiglet
flyers Ken Faux and Brian Lavis. Malcolm Campbell put up the third best performance down in
Australia despite having his flying field unexpectedly ploughed by the farmer.

Postal Scores
1. Colin Foster GBR 30+60+90+120+150+180+90 = 720
2. John Williams GBR 30+60+90+120+103 = 403
3. M. Campbell AUS       30+60+90+119 = 299
4. J. Mackee (J) GBR       30+60+90+108 = 288
5. E. Jakobsen DAN 30+60+90+107 = 287
6. M. Brons DAN 30+60+90+105 = 285
7. S. Darmon GBR 30+60+90+82 = 262
8. P. Watson GBR 30+60+90+75 = 255
9. S.Dixon GBR 30+60+90+74 = 254

10. G. Warburton GBR 30+60+90+70 = 250
11. B. Lavis GBR 30+60+90+0 = 180
12. P. Tribe GBR 30+60+66 = 156
13. K.Best GBR 30+60+58 = 148
14. K. Faux GBR 30+60+42 = 132
15. P. Masterman USA 30+42 = 72
16. P. Grunnet DAN 30 = 30

Team  Prize
J. Williams, K. Faux, B. Lavis 715
S.Darmon, K. Best                                       410

I’ve been contacted by folk who for one reason or another couldn’t get their flights done
(alarming how fast a year slips past at our age) and asking for a re- run. We hope to repeat the
‘full- blown’ postal in 2023, complete with prizes, but for the remainder of this year there will
be a less formal event to keep the ball rolling.

Rules are as follows;
Models must be towline gliders of maximum 14 sq. Dm. Total area, design published between
Jan. 1951 & Jan. 1961. No minimum weight requirement. Maximum towline 50 metres.

First flight maximum 30 seconds, increasing by increments of 30 seconds for each subsequent
flight until a max is not achieved. Score is total flight time, including the sub- max final flight.

Closing date December 31st. 2022.
Scores emailed to stuartdarmonf1a@yahoo.com

Entry free of charge. Trophies to 3rd place.
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Thanks to everyone who took part in the 2020/21 event,
most especially to the donors of the prizes,

Peter Brown, Mike Woodhouse (FF Supplies), Andrew Boddington & Dolittle Media,
and Hummingbird Models.

Colin Foster and his Santanita receive their prize.

Team winners Brian Lavis (L), John Williams and Ken Faux,
with Peter Watson (Jetstream) and Simon Dixon (La Mouette)

Stuart Darmon
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Engine Analysis: DC Rapier 2.5cc - Aeromodeller Annual 1957/8

Aeromodeller Annual 1957/8
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Couprofile No3: Antony Winter. - Peter Hall

1. Antony,  you have won  two firsts and a second at the Nationals, tell us a bit about your
coupe experience and  why you fly this class.

2.   You fly what appears to be a basic locked down coupe, tell us about the construction, trim
method and motor run time.

3.   How do you pick the air ?

4. What of the future? Do you intend to develop this design?

1 Having taken up model flying in 2016 after a gap of 60 years I was delighted to find
that plans of Kiel Kraft models were still available, but what to do after I had built and
flown a Senator? (It performed a lot better than the one I built when I was 11). Like
most of us I wanted to create my own design and Coupe offered that opportunity. After
quite a lot of diligent research I decided on 36 inch wingspan to gain experience, followed
by a 40 – 50inch model as this seemed to be the way to go. This larger model has yet to
be built.

2 I played safe with the wing section and not having a bank of experience to draw upon
used the Senator aerofoil as that model has a proven performance  and again playing safe
matched this to 12 strands of 1/8 rubber with a sensible 20 x 16 inch prop. Without
knowing I had fortunately started with the basis for a decent model. Initially the model
because of its small size lacked performance when trimmed in, but influenced by terrific
performers like Phill Ball’s big coupe , I built a  29.9 x 23 inch prop with a Larrabee
planform and by trial and error reduced the motor to 14 strands of 3/32 (10.5of
1/8).With 520 turns this gave a very long motor run (75 seconds) and helped to
compensate for my lack of ability at air picking that a shorter more powerful run
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demanded. The larger prop meant outriggers to facilitate prop fold without fouling the
wing leading edge.

The fuselage is based on the Dig150 with doped Esaki covering. Wing wash out is
Starboard 3mm and Port a little less to help with the right turn glide.

The overall package has just about enough power to maintain altitude after the initial
surge. I trim the model to fly right/ right so as to maintain air speed and provided it
starts to glide at 45- 50feet it will do the biz. After observing the model climbing slowly
during the cruise in winds up to 16-17mph I have come to the conclusion that a slow turning
large prop on such a small model is making the best use of 10grms of rubber and that the
outrigger configuration also contributes to the efficiency.  Admittedly as yet I cannot
find any data to back this up. It is always hard to tell if these things are beneficial, but
I think the close rib spacing, 20mm and the turbulators do contribute to an exceptional
glide for such a small model. On paper this does not look like a high performer and in
truth this coupe is unlikely to win a fly off against a larger model all other things being
equal. However over the course of 5 flights it is far more likely to max out (just) than
“normal” coupes which need to be at around 70 feet at the end of their motor runs to be
safe. I have found that even in damp unhelpful conditions it will make at least 1:45 every
time which is enough to trouble the competition with their shorter runs, in tricky
conditions when there is little or intermittent lift.

For example:-

2018 Nats  (managed to fit in 5 flights at last)
Good conditions but only Phill Ball and I made the fly off.
Winter 2:30      Ball 5:30! Says it all, not a great fly off model.

2019 Nats
Conditions  good in the morning but wet and windy after lunch.  Every one dropped
flights, but my 3 maxes and a 1:45 and 1:46 were enough to squeeze past Phill who
had missed the thermal and turned in a 1:27.  Definitely good conditions for a
rounds model.

2021 Nats
Conditions very good, light winds, plenty of lift (but of course some compensating
sink) again over the course of 5 flights every one dropped a few seconds
somewhere. However my 2 seconds slip up was still small enough to secure first
place.

3 My success so far owes a great deal to luck, as my air picking technique can be
summed up as “launch in the first decent lull” though just lately I have at last been able
to discern significant movements in the streamer and I have purchased a thermister to
aid decision making, but what happens when streamer and instrument disagree?

4 Anyway, as experience in this department is accumulated I know I will be tempted to
build over 40 inches span whilst keeping to a largish prop with a long as practical motor
run. With this configuration I should be able to enter fly offs and lose my model just like
everyone else! I shall no doubt have to rethink the wing section but after all that is all
part of the fun of coupe flying.

So when planning my next coupe, is it going to be a rounds or a fly off model?
I would argue that without the former, I am unlikely to need the latter!
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Peter Hall / Antony Winter
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Blast from the Past - Model Aircraft August 1947
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Model Aircraft August 1947
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Buckminster Again - John Andrews

As a follow-up from last month’s article, I will report, mainly pictorially, on the two further
visits to our national flying site, as I stated last issue. Colin Shepherd and I plus spouses made
one visit in 2019 & one in 2020.

2019
From what I recall it was a virtually windless day with drift in all directions. There was group
of Peterborough fliers in the top corner of the site but Colin and I waited until a steady drift
direction established itself and we relocated down at the bottom of the site. It turned out
that I had brought my wrong flight box, my indoor one, so Colin managed to dig up a winder and
rubber bands for me to perform with my P30. Colin was trimming his A1 glider.

Colin setting the DT & release trigger timer under Pat’s watchful gaze

It was a really hot day and we all took refuge under
umbrellas  particularly for our luncheon picnic.
Shortly after lunch the drift changed and I could not
continue trimming my P30 as it would have left the
field. Colin however was trimming his power model and
D/T’ing off the top so he carried on.
Colin left for home early afternoon and I relocated
to the top of the site with the Peterborough lads,
using their jigs and winders. Many thanks.
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Yours truly with ex John Wingate P30
I had a really good flight that, due to an over long DT, flew the full length of the field and off
the site. Came down in the middle of the next field. Easy recovery, met Rachel at the bottom
of the field in the car and saved her the long haul back up the slope. Good day out.

2020
We all went again one Monday in 2020, we always go on Mondays because that is Free-Flight
priority day, and once again had a really good day out. I think word had gotten around and there
were quite a few FF’s performing, Here is the collection of pictures from that day.

Ivan Taylor was flying his Mosquito, flew well, a delight to see.

Unknown, another Scale model and modeller
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Colin Shepherd with his beautified Dixielander

Colin out in field centre and inset with Pat, Colin and Dixie

We had a relaxing day out in glorious sunshine, only
marred by the fact that the Andrews’s had
forgotten to bring the fishing umbrellas for shade
and neither of us take sun particularly well being
fair skinned and we sunburned a little.
Pat on the other hand, is more at home in the
sunshine and is seen here taking it easy whilst Colin
assembles his model,
I must apologise for repeating myself as, looking
back, I seem to have picked out a similar set of
pictures to those in my report on our day out that I
wrote in the October issue of the New Clarion in
2020.
Never mind perhaps you’ve forgotten.

John Andrews
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P-38 Lockheed Lightning - Wikipedia

Role  Fighter
 Fighter-bomber
 Aerial reconnaissance

National origin United States
Manufacturer Lockheed Corporation

First flight 27 January 1939
Introduction July 1941[1]

Retired 1949 (United States Air Force)
1965 (Honduran Air Force)[2]

Primary users United States Army Air Forces
Free French Air Force

Produced 1941–45
Number built 10,037[3]

Developed into Lockheed XP-49
Lockheed XP-58

The Lockheed P-38 Lightning is an American single-seated, twin piston-engined fighter
aircraft that was used during World War II. Developed for the United States Army Air Corps
by the Lockheed Corporation, the P-38 incorporated a distinctive twin-boom design with a
central nacelle containing the cockpit and armament. Allied propaganda claimed that it had been
nicknamed the fork-tailed devil (German: der Gabelschwanz-Teufel) by the Luftwaffe and "two
planes, one pilot" by the Japanese. Along with its use as a general fighter, the P-38 was used
in various aerial combat roles, including as a highly effective fighter-bomber, a night fighter,
and a long-range escort fighter when equipped with drop tanks. The P-38 was also used as a
bomber-pathfinder, guiding streams of medium and heavy bombers, or even other P-38s
equipped with bombs, to their targets. Used in the aerial reconnaissance role, the P-38
accounted for 90 percent of the aerial film captured over Europe.
The P-38 was used most successfully in the Pacific Theater of Operations and the China-
Burma-India Theater of Operations as the aircraft of America's top aces, Richard Bong (40
victories), Thomas McGuire (38 victories), and Charles H. MacDonald (27 victories).
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In the South West Pacific theater, the P-38
was the primary long-range fighter of United
States Army Air Forces until the introduction
of large numbers of P-51D Mustangs toward
the end of the war. Unusual for an early-war
fighter design, both engines were
supplemented by turbo-superchargers. This
gave the P-38 excellent high-altitude
performance, making it one of the earliest
Allied fighters capable of performing well at
high altitudes. The turbo-superchargers also
muffled the exhaust, making the P-38's
operation relatively quiet. The Lightning was extremely forgiving in-flight and could be
mishandled in many ways, but the rate of roll in early versions was low relative to other
contemporary fighters; this was addressed in later variants with the introduction of
hydraulically boosted ailerons. The P-38 was the only American fighter aircraft in large-scale
production throughout American involvement in the war, from the Attack on Pearl Harbor to
Victory over Japan Day.

Wikipedia
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BMFA 4TH Area Luffenham - John Andrews

Sunday June 19th saw Rachel and I spectating at the BMFA 4th Area competition at Luffenham.
The comp. was relocated to Luffenham due to the unavailability of Barkston.
Ken Bates and Tony Rushby being unaware of the change, turned up at Barkston first before
diverting to Luffenham. It pays to keep an eye on the FF Tech committee website.

Ken & Noreen Bates relax amongst the flowers together with some wild life

Lurking on flowers all over the place were these,
as yet unidentified, Moths/Butterflies.

Luffenham at this time of year is a naturalist’s
paradise with the grass almost waist high but
murder for recovery, both difficult to wade
through and good at hiding models.
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A few pictures from the grassy plains of Luffenham

A couple of Peterborough lads contemplating A current mini vintage favourite ‘Le Timide’

Ms K Best at full stretch, aided by able assistant Mr S Darmon

One pleasure of the day was to see Tony Rushby’s
passenger of the day, the ever present vintage
modeller Mike Sanderson, still chucking models
about. A littler slower on his feet perhaps but still
fetching them back.
He had a couple of rubber scale models he was
airing. As good as ever.

Once again we had a good day out spectating, not
too good for hay-fever suffers though.

We topped off the day with Sunday lunch in the
nearby Wheat Sheaf pub.
Although it was ‘Fathers Day’ the bill was a bit of
a shock, two chefs pies and a bottle of wine £50.
We shall have to look elsewhere for eating next
time we’re there.

John Andrews
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Paper Airplane: ‘Boomerang’ - Nick Robinson
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From the book  ‘Paper Airplanes’  by  Nick Robinson
Copyright © 1991Quintet Publishing Limited

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording

or otherwise, without the permission of the copyright holder.

Nick Robinson
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8” Junior 60 - Tony Shepherd

Junior 60 divided by 7.5

Spotted at a recent Waltham Chase indoor free flight
session at Wickham was this delightful little 8” span
Junior 60. It was given to John Hook for his 60th
birthday by Bournemouth club member, Peter Redhead,
who is sadly no longer with us.

A full sized, IC powered Junior 60, built to the original
plan might well need a bit of additional ballast in the
nose to get it to balance on the main spar. This little
rubber version looks like it might have a slightly
reduced-length fuselage but even so, Hooky tells me
that very little in the way of ballast is required to get
the model to fly well. This was clearly demonstrated
with a couple of flights that were put up over the
evening.

Does anyone know of similar reductions of outdoor
designs that have proved to be good indoor flyers?
I know that one of the contributors to Hippocket,
Richard Ranney, has made no-cal versions of the
Buzzard Bombshell and Bugaboo designs and clips on
YouTube show them flying very nicely.

- https://youtu.be/_d3Dtsd3PVM https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RfctlyR6lUg
4

Contributions to the editor please!
Tony Shepherd
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Flier Phil’s Flier - Ray Malmstrom
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From the book by Ray Malmstrom, ‘60years of IVCMAC’ courtesy of Chris Strachan
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Indoor Isn’t For Everyone No.55 - Nick Peppiatt

Peck Ganagobie build (continued)

What has happened to the Peanut Lobet Ganagobie, which I last mentioned four months ago?
Did I get it finished in time for the Indoor Scale Nationals? No! But it is now almost complete
and flight testing has begun.

Covering and finishing

Fig. 1. Card templates used for colour separation Fig. 2. Covered fuselage and tail surfaces.
and trim lines. The extra card strips were added The two coloured tissue covering can be seen on

both sides to aid drawing the pin stripes. the rear of the fuselage and the fin leading edge.

Fig. 3. Major components covered and Fig. 4. Temporarily assembled model after air-
air- brushed, and black pin stripes added. brushing white and yellow and adding pin stripes.

Ron Ballou’s Ganagobie N1949 has a somewhat unusual yellow and white colour scheme (see IIFE
50, NC March 2022). The white and yellow areas are separated by a black pinstripe. Because
of the light model structure, I firstly pre-shrunk a half sheet each of white and yellow Esaki
tissue on a frame by spraying with water. When thoroughly dry, the sheets were removed, cut
further in half and stored between the pages of a large book until required. I used white tissue
for the white areas and yellow for the yellow. Card templates were cut to follow the division
between the colours (Fig. 1), tissue pieces were cut and then joined with thinned clear dope
over a non-stick surface. The framework had been painted with a coat of sanding sealer and
then a coat of thinned dope, as described in my Nesmith Cougar build back in 2016, and the
tissue attached with cellulose thinners. Once covered, the tissue was steam shrunk, and the
flying surfaces pinned down (Fig. 2). There is still a little shrinkage remaining in the tissue,
despite the pre-shrinking on a frame.
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It was now time to get the air-brush out. Masks were cut from low tack masking tape to
separate the yellow and white areas using the card templates. The white was sprayed with
Tamiya X-2 and the yellow Tamiya X-8. The isopropyl alcohol based Tamiya thinner also gives
some further gentle tissue shrinkage. Card strips were added to the card templates to keep
the edge from the surface whilst the black pin stripes were drawn using a Rotring Isograph
drawing pen with a 1mm dia nib.

The weights of the components (Figs. 3 and 4) at this stage were as follows: -
Covered and sprayed component Weight (g)
Fuselage without nose plug 2.0
Wing frame 2.3
Stabiliser with elevator 0.5
Fin and rudder 0.2

Lettering
The kit was supplied with some nice looking stick-on decals (Fig. 5), but on examination, although
the height of the registration marking N1949 was ok, the letters and numbers themselves were
too narrow. The ‘Ganagobie’ logo for the rudder was straight rather than curved, as on the full-
sized aircraft. I did, however, use the ‘EXPERIMENTAL’ stickers for the fuselage sides under
the cabin windows.

Fig. 5. Registration letters cut from Ultra Mask Fig. 6. Decal sheet compared with masked
film and attached to fuselage side. and sprayed registration.

The N1949 registration gave me the opportunity to try some Artool Ultra Mask film, which I
had acquired from my club-mate Tony Hansell. The letter and numbers were drawn, copied and
cut out in the film and applied to the model, Fig. 5. This worked well, as can be seen in Fig. 6,
using Tamiya semi-matt gloss X-18 for the lettering.
With regard to the ‘Ganagobie’ logo, I photocopied the decal sheet, cut out the ‘Ganagobie’ and
with suitable cuts with a scalpel, made it suitably curved and glued it to another sheet of paper
in order for it to be copied onto water-slide transfer film. These decals were then applied to
either side of the fin and sealed with Klear water based polyurethane varnish.

Details – dummy engine

Fig. 7. Kit engine representation, top left. Fig. 8. Dummy engine cylinders and air intake
Thread wrapped balsa dowel cylinders ready for air-brushing.

and balsa cylinder head.
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I was not happy with the kit representation of the Continental A40 engine of N1949 (Fig. 7,
top left), so I went my own way by carving and sanding a balsa dowel and wrapping this with
thread to represent to cylinders. The cylinder heads were fashioned from small pieces of balsa
sheet and aluminium tube exhaust pipes added, Figs. 7 and 8. The pins have been inserted so
that the components can be held whilst air-brushing with matt black paint, after coating with
sanding sealer.

Details –Wheels
Some moulded plastic wheels were provided in the kit, but the hubs were not very
representative of the full-size machine. Many years ago I acquired some Rohacell foam plastic,
from which I had made wheels previously and I decided to use this material here. I cut a
cylinder of suitable diameter with my Aeropiccola Vibro-saw, having previously drilled a hole to
take some PTFE tubing as a centre bush (Fig. 9). Discs of suitable thickness were thin sliced
off and sanded to a tyre shape. The PTFE tube was attached with odourless CA adhesive. The
wheels were then brush painted matt black and paper discs added to represent the hubs. The
resulting wheels were less than half the weight of the moulded plastic ones.
Finally, Fig. 10 shows a photo of the almost complete model – only the wing struts to be added.

The weight without rubber was 9.65g.

Fig. 9. Rohacell wheels Fig. 10. Almost finished model!

I have not given so much detail in this build description as I did not want to repeat too much
of the information given in the articles about the construction of my Peanut Scale Nationals
winning Nesmith Cougar back in 2016/7, starting NC June 2016. I will report on flight testing
of the Ganagobie in a future article.

Nick Peppiatt
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5th Area SCLg - Peter Hall

B.M.F.A. FIFTH AREA, JULY 10,
FIFTH ROUND SOUTHERN COUPE LEAGUE

Across the sand dunes shimmering in the heat, in the hazy distance, a camel train tracks slowly
towards the abandoned village of Shrewton, while all about it reel shadows of the indignant
desert birds. (apols. to W.B. Yeats and sorry, I must have nodded off I thought it was the
2050’s.)
It was hot on Salisbury Plain, very hot and eight attempted the five rounds of F1G.
Ken Taylor reports no entries at Ashdown Forest and Ron Marking none in Cornwall.
Ian Davitt, who took first place and Gavin Manion, third, flew at Barkston. And it was calm on
the Plain so the thermals pulled the air every way. A single streamer was the focus of everyone’s
attention, and patience became the key ingredient of success over rubber quality, winding
technique, build quality, design refinement and trim perfection.

Richard Fryer, second place writes -
A very warm day for the contestants with light,
variable winds. The wind direction changing by as
much as 20 degrees as the thermals came
through. Calm moments throughout the day saw
thermals lifting streamers of the grass. Retrieval
was made easy on the day as most of fields had
been cut for hay. Lift was patchy, unreliable and
slow to build with occasional boomers. There was
a fairly good turnout in most disciplines on the
day. I maxed out in Coupe after waiting for long
periods for signs of decent lift. Some flights only
just maxing as the lift faded out.
Fly off time was accompanied by a strong gusty wind and I missed the lift to find sink and a
disappointing time.

Gavin Manion, third, reports -
"Sunday at Barkston Heath was seriously warm with periods of almost complete calm enlivened
by thermal induced gusts and at least one dust devil!  Thermal conditions were "Poitouesque"
with my third flight climbing strongly in lift only to sink quickly to a nerve-wracking 2.05. I'm
sure others experienced such short lived thermals but the other hand I watched an F1H max
hugely from a release at about a quarter line height!
I managed to drop just 8 seconds when I broke part of a prop blade before launching due to
my clumsiness releasing the prop hold. Fortunately I was piggybacking Richard Jack's excellent
Little Hinney F1H (which is why I carried on with the launch) but the wobbly climb to a good
height was spoiled by the model being too straight and stally on the glide. Of late I've used a
wire stop to interfere with the prop fold on one blade to make a kind of forward auto-rudder
and give a reliable right glide turn. That was the blade that I broke a large chunk off before
launching...
Ian Davitt maxed out with the large model featured in his FFQ Coupe Special article. He says
that it's old now and with too much warp, though seemingly not too old to make 3.23 in his fly-
off. No other scores were recorded in F1G."
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Alan Brocklehurst, fourth, writes -
Those who coped well with the heat will look back on this as one of those golden days when
there was a lovely blue sky, hot sunshine and little wind (and unlike last year, no sign of
rain!).This time we flew from the SW corner of the ‘trimming field’ or should I say ‘hay field’,
as it was freshly mowed.   Shortly after I arrived, I observed a Red Kite making good use of
the thermals - always an encouraging sight.
I started out with an easy max and after a minor hiccup breaking a strand and replacing the
motor, followed with a second.  Since C-03 had got quite high and took its time to descend on
D/T, I changed to C-04 in case I needed the RDT and promptly maxed again, such was the warm
buoyant air in the morning.  This time the model landed only about 50 ft from where I had
launched it.
However, with receding small cumulus and the growing presence of high cirrus (mare’s tales)
clouds in the afternoon, we experienced less well ordered blue thermals, and even observed
several dust-devils raising the drying hay into the air by at least 10-20 feet… and in one
instance lifting Chris Chapman’s new model with it, just after it landed at the end of a short
test flight. In retrospect, I should have waited longer before launching for my fourth flight.
C-04 looked good on the climb, but then it slowly became clear that I had missed the lift and
it glided down in unhelpful air for a score of 1:40.  After that, the Mylar showed a complete
reversal of wind direction from WSW/SW to N and even E for a while, before it later settled
back to W/SW again and then went northerly again at fly-off time.
My final flight of the afternoon was again in tricky air and it was clocked-off a 1:51 as it glided
over the northern horizon of the field in increasingly turbulent air – oh, if only Salisbury Plain
was level!
Meanwhile, Chris Chapman was unlucky to drop to 1:09 on his 3rd flight while Martin Stagg
scored only 1:04 on his first Coupe flight and then opted to fly his Mini-Vintage instead.

Don Thomson, seventh, writes -
Thanks to the SCL management team for having freshly mowed the Area 8 plateau, but, boy,
was it hot! (Thank you Don - we burned out two flymos - S.L.O.G.)
My day did not go to plan. I had decided to comp. initiate
a new coupe. First comp flight went up and down equally
fast, the air is tricky. Second flight got well away in a
good bump, but hold on, it hasn't d/ted. I lost it high in
the blue after 5 minutes. I was now hot, so decided to
keep cool rather than fly, and hope for some news about
the model. Late afternoon I got a call, it had landed on a
bungalow roof several miles away so with Ray's satnav
help we retrieved it on the way home.
The problem was a sticky Tomy.

Ben Hobbs, eighth, writes -
Arriving at Salisbury on such a beautiful day was good,
but taking 2 untrimmed coupes was not. My main purpose
for writing is to thank those half a dozen chaps who
helped me find my Bodnar, It had popped out on a fierce
landing,
We tied a length of string to the receiver and dragged it
along the ground, and narrowed the area to about 3.5
metre square, whereupon Bernard located it.
Thanks a lot for your help.
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Peter Hall, ninth, writes -
One flight only but a perfect pattern max. I wasn’t up to five flights so I reluctantly took an
early lunch. (Cropwell Bishop mature stilton with caramelised red onion chutney on toasted salt-
free buttered ciabatta, and a pretty little Chablis from my cool box.) The midday doldrums
settled over us , and the competitive spirit evaporated. I saw several models descend more
rapidly than climb.

Roy Vaughn in sixth place tells me that he gave up after his second flight due to a number of
factors too complicated to unravel here.

A picture or two from the day

Martin Stagg in retro hat Allan Brocklehurst times

Chris Chapman winds Chris Chapman launches

Gavin Manion tops the league table but is still within the reach of Dusan Jiricny and Alan
Brocklehurst. The next event is on Cagnarata Day at R.A.F. Colerne.
Apologies for occasional errors in the tables - it’s the heat.

Peter Hall
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5th Area SCLg Results and League Table - Roy Vaughn

Fifth Area: Southern Coupe League Results
Place Entrant Club Score Time Flyoff

1 I.Davitt Morley 12 10.00 3.23
2 R.Fryer Oxford 9 10.00 1.11
3 G.Manion Birmingham 8 9.52
4 A.Brocklehurst B&W 7 9.31
5 C.Chapman B&W 6 8.56
6 R.Vaughn Crookham 5 3.26
7 D.Thomson Croydon 4 3.14
8 B.Hobbs Oxford 3 2.53
9 P.Hall Crookham 2 2.00

10 M.Stagg B&W 1 1.04

League Standings after round 5
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1 G. Manion Birmingham 12 12 3 8 35
2 A.Brocklehurst B&W 8 8 7 23
3 I.Davitt 8 12 20
4 D. Jiricny Birmingham 6 2 4 7 19
= R. Vaughn Crookham 5 9 5 19
6 C.Chapman B&W 5 6 6 17
7 D.Thomson Croydon 7 1 4 4 16
8 R.Fryer Oxford 5 9 14
9 M. Marshall Imoington 5 3 5 13
10 C. Foster Morley 12 12
= B. Dennis Oxford 3 9 12
= S. Willis Croydon 12 12
13 P. Woodhouse Morley 4 7 11
14 C. Redrup Crookham 9 1 10
= A. Crisp Oxford 7 3 10
= A. Moorhouse Vikings 1 9 10
17 D. Norwood 8 8
18 W. Dennis 6 6
19 B.Hobbs Oxford 3 3
20 R. Elliott Croydon 2 2
= B. Silcocks B&W 2 2
= T. Winter 2 2
= P. Hall Crookham 2 2
24 M.Stagg B&W 1 1
25 S. Fielding Morley 0
= B. Taylor E.Grinstead 0
= K. Taylor E.Grinstead 0
= K. Best Birmingham 0
= P. Ball Grantham 0
= W. Butler Crookham 0

Roy Vaughn
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My 2022 FF Nationals - Tony Shepherd

Three days of the Nats for 2022. Well I can’t remember what I did for the first one, but a
340 mile round trip to visit Luffenham just wasn’t on the radar for me despite my enjoyment
of flying the two minute classes. So we’ll forget that one!

Moving on a week, the site for the Nats moved much closer to home, up onto Salisbury Plain
for the two and a half minute classes. I quite fancied flying in the combined electric class on
the Saturday but the forecast for strong winds in a poor direction put me off and we ended
up going on a family visit to Bristol for the day. Watching the trees flapping around on the side
of the M4 suggested the decision wasn’t too flawed. So we’ll forget that one too.

Sunday looked like being much better. SLOP and Vintage R/P suited me nicely so I loaded up a
couple of suitable models plus a couple sports jobs and all the necessary paraphernalia and
headed off. There was a good flight line, perhaps 50 or so along the ridge of the trimming field
and half way along to avoid one load of trees. A bit breezy from the North East so flights
would head off towards the airstrip and maybe beyond into farm land. Rumour was that the
farmer would be a bit cheesed off if we traipsed across his crops so adding this factor to the
possible change of wind direction resulted in us finally lining up along the east edge of the field
and that’s where we stayed.

My SLOP flights got me three fairly comfortable maxes with my AM35 powered Clarkson 435
design, it’s first time out for a few years, apart from a couple of trimmers in recent weeks. All
flights headed off in a south westerly direction as expected, the first overflying the airstrip
and landing about 50 yards from the farm fence. Other flyers went further but no one seemed
to experience any problems which was a relief.
The walks were ok but a bit arduous so I scrapped any ideas of further flights other than a fly
off and watched others. In Vintage R/P Dave Cox flew his Jimp which climbed to colossal
heights every time on its 18 sec run and maxing out was a formality. Some models from the end
of the vintage era look little different to designs from the end of the classic period and are
bound to fly similarly but the Jimp isn’t in that bracket - it looks very 40s. Indeed, this 1948
design of Charlie Allen was designed for an ED Comp Special and it looks just right with one
fitted. However Dave has fitted a modern SC15 glow engine and whilst he admits that he has
to be careful as the combination is probably on the edge of the model’s ability to handle the
power produced, it can do it and certainly does for flight after flight. Great to watch.

The other class I watched was F1C. There were four entries and all the flyers had models
which were clearly on trim and didn’t play up unlike what is often the case with the modern
gadget-laden designs. Neil Allen and Allen Jack flew flappers which worked every time and
they easily and deservedly reached the fly-off stage along with Simon Dixon.

About half an hour before the end of flying the weather turned against us and the rain came
and it clearly had no intention of clearing before fly off time. The SLOP fly off was due to be
between Roy Vaughn and myself but Roy bailed out before the start time and I was left to
make a token flight. Some felt that I was still required to fly with a powered phase but CD,
David Brawn, assured me that a launch from hand and subsequent short glide would suffice so
I launched from under the tailgate of my car - my only comment would be that it’s astonishing
how wet a tissue/Mylar covered model can get in a 2 second flight in a shower but at least it
was done.

Dave Cox flew off against Phil Ball in Vintage R/P but whilst the latter’s Mercury Mallard got
a long way up, its glide fizzled out toward the end and Dave’s Jimp won comfortably.
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In F1C I timed for Neil Allen and the gadgets, once again, worked perfectly. My only concern
was losing sight of the model in the rain but I managed to follow it for well over 6 minutes
before it vanished into the valley and Neil had a comfortable win. The only other fly off flight
I saw was Ray Elliott’s in F1Q where he enjoyed a 3 second win with his electrified Satellite.

So it actually turned out to be quite a good day though we really could’ve done without the rain.
But of course, it wouldn’t be a Free Flight Nats if the weather had been good!

Picture Parade

Contents of the model box - SLOP, Vintage power and a couple of sport models

The state of the grass, lovely Keil Kraft stuff. Perfect for landings.

A good flight line for day 3 of FF Nats
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Dave Cox waits for lift One of the landings of my Clarkson SLOP design
with his high climbing Jimp

lift isn't really a requirement given the altitude reached

Chris Redrup waiting for lift in F1Q

Fly-off time

Tony Shepherd
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Free Flight Nationals, Full Results - BMFA Website
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BMFA Website
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 138 Our earliest magazines, continued.

Last month’s sketches and a picture from the article, “My Experiments with Rotor Flight
Models” by Otto Klant brought a request for more information and any proof of successful
flights in light of the fact that the models shown in the sketch and picture have no stabiliser.
Google Translate struggled with it a bit, quite understandably as we are dealing with text using
a German Gothic font, a style and usage of language of more than 80 years ago and all that
compounded by the particular meaning of words in an aeromodelling context. Repeated
translations often gave different results, sometimes hovering over a single word gave a string
of possible translations. (As an example of the problem think about that last phrase “a string
of possible translations.”)  I present here a precis of the translation as best I can but, as you
will see later, one paragraph defeated the best efforts of Google Translate and myself.

My attempts with rotor flight models, from Modellflug magazine 1936.
From Otto Klant, Leipzig

About 10 years ago we got the exciting news that the German ship, Flettner, had succeeded in
replacing the sails of the ship with rotating cylinders and using them to move the ship forwards.
At the time, it must have been the same for many lecturers, as I was, the reports were received
somewhat incredulously. However, the later reports and published images provided evidence of
the constructions that had been made.
In 1933 I heard about the flying rotor for the first time, which is why, as a model builder, I
tried to understand the nature of the rotor. I first occupied myself with Flettner's
experiments, who for the first time tested the technical application of the so-called "Magnus
effect".
The Flettner rotor ship has two cylinders (rotors) driven by motors, which are arranged one
behind the other at a distance and rotate around
their vertical axis. The direction of rotation
depends on the prevailing wind. If the wind blows
from the left, and the rotors turn to the right,
propulsion occurs (Fig. 1). The same is the case
when the wind comes from the right and the
rotors turn to the left. Fig. 1. Mode of operation of the Flettner rotor ship.

Due to the publication of Prof. Dr. K. Schutt’s “Physics of Flying”, we model builders in the
Leipzig model building department were encouraged to try the Flettner rotor. In a friendly
cooperation we built several rotors with different
diameters from drawing cards. Fig. 2 shows such a
model. On the sides there were protruding discs to
reduce edge resistance. A cord was wound around the
cylinder with several turns. The end of the same was
pulled off rapidly to the right, as a result of which the
cylinder was moved to the right and at the same time
into an anti-clockwise rotation. The rotor rose
immediately, but soon after that it dropped to the ground due to the decrease in its own speed
and rotational speed. When rolling in the opposite direction, the cylinder, which had been pulled
off a table top, immediately fell to the ground. We learned from the experiments that air
forces attacked the rotor by the rotation and by the forward movement, through which it was
guided out of its original horizontal direction and rose or fell. How was the action of the air
forces to be explained?
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Let's imagine a rotating cylinder that doesn't seem to be
moving.  The outer surface of the cylinder pulls the
adjoining air particles and these in turn the next and so
on.  It is evident that the speed of moving air decreases
with increasing distance from the cylinder surface until
it is zero (Fig. 3). The rotating thin layer of air is called
the “boundary layer”".

If the rotor is blown at with an equal
flow of air or, what is the same
thing, is moved through the air, the
air flow divides in the middle at the
stagnation point joining together
behind the rotor, forming vortices
(Fig. 4).

If we now combine the turning of the
cylinder with the horizontal movement, the
flow is as shown in Fig. 5. On top of the
rotor, the blowing and the rescued airflow
in the same direction to the right. The
speed over the rotor as a result is larger
and the streamlines are brought together,
causing negative pressure. On the
underside however the speed would be
slower and the streamlines widen and the
result is overpressure. Both negative and
positive pressure cause the upward
directed buoyancy. However, the blowing

air also generates a harmful resistance, which act as a drag against the direction of movement.
The aerodynamic force resulting from the forces of lift and drag is directed diagonally
backwards & upwards and is the reason that the rotor flies. We made comparisons by testing
different rotors. We made the observation that the lift capacity of the rotor was the better,
the larger the diameter, the higher the speed of rotation and the faster we moved the rotor.
The lift was further influenced by the rotors span to diameter ratio. They were small when
the aspect ratio was low. In the case of a wing we attributed this to the tip drag. The end
plates were therefore not without influence on the various results. These should be fitted so
that there is no positive and negative pressure around the end of the rotor.

The most diverse diameters of the discs were tested. The best results we had were with discs
twice the diameter of the rotor. We also attempted to obtain a buoyancy which was to be
reduced towards the end of the rotor by attaching a cone to the end of the rotor while
attaching the end discs. However no performance improvement was achieved through these
attempts. From all the tests, the best form was found to be the rotor, which was mostly light
weight, had an aspect ratio of 16 and with end discs.

The experiments described inspired me to build a flying rotor model aircraft with a drive. With
this model I relied on all the experiences we had made with the experiments described in an
understandable way.
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The dimensions of the model are as follows
Length of the model            400mm
Rotor width                         350mm
Rotor diameter                    110 mm
End plates                           200mm
Rotor speed                         600 rpm
Peripheral speed                  3.50 m/sec
Airscrew diameter 260mm
Airscrew pitch                     150 mm
Rotational speed                   800 rpm
Even with the experiments with the cardboard cylinders, the low speed at which they moved
through the air as long as they were rotating was noticeable. It was at most 0.5 to 1.0 m/s. For
my model, this resulted in a relatively low flying speed requirement. At the launch, with
propeller speed of 800 rpm, the speed achieved was about 1.30m/s.
To achieve lateral stability the rotors were in a V-shape on both sides of the motor rod. A

nickel plated bicycle spoke
served as an axle, which was
designed as a rubber hook at the
end. The rotors ran on small ball
bearings. The casing of the
rotors which had to withstand
both the compressive and

torsional stresses of the mounted rubber motors, consisted of medium thick drawing
cardboard. Two loops per rotor served as the drive, using rubber strip 2mm X 2mm cross
section. Fortunately, vibrations of the rotors during the run were very low. On the outer end
plate I installed the removable driver for winding the rubber motor. An elevator is unnecessary
because the rotating cylinders have a fixed pressure point. I assumed that the centre of lift,
as seen in the plan of the model, would be about 1/3 of rotor diameter from the leading edge.
This assumption was later confirmed in flight as correct. The centre of lift and the centre of
gravity must coincide with each other.
The procedure for take-off was as follows:-
Two men wound the rotors in the correct direction of rotation, while a third man operated the
propeller. First, let both rotors start up for 1 to 2s. only then did we release the propeller
which then started the model.
(The next paragraph is perhaps the most important in the whole article and frustratingly was
the one with the least satisfactory translation. In the boxes below is shown, on the left, the
original German text in Gothic font, on the right, German text from the google translate scan
and finally the translation to English. If you can advise on the translation please get in touch.)

It was clear to me from the start that I could not expect any greater performance from the
model. I just wanted to see if it was airworthy at all. In my opinion this statement is correct.
The model achieved flights of 10 to 12s duration several times.

The first flight tests were aimed at determining the center of pressure and the position
of the center of gravity. It showed up in connection with beer with very peculiar flight
situations. When the model was top-heavy, the longitudinal axis of the model pointed at an
angle of about 30° to the ground. However, the model was able to fly. Underhandedness was
less favorable and led to a fall. So it happened that the model overturned in the air.
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During the first third of the flight duration, the model flew in level flight then approached the
earth with a constantly increasing rate of decent. In all flight tests, the ratio of the wind
speed to the air speed of the model was confirmed. The circumferential speed was four times
greater than the models own speed or the inflowing air. If the speed is 600rpm, the peripheral
speed is about 3.50m/s. The flight speed of my model might have been 1 m/s, but only at the
beginning of the flight. The model climbed when the airspeed was increased.

Before I started a new, correspondingly better built test model, we made a very instructive
experiment with the old rotor flight model that had been used which confirmed the
correctness of the original assumption. We launched the model with the rotors shown, but with
the propeller idling, as a kite. The kite line was a length of about 28m. At the start and
afterwards the model was towed at a speed of about 2 to 3 m/s. The model immediately climbed
to height of about 10m and stayed there, flying completely laterally stable up to the end of
the test.

I used the experienced gained
with this model on the second
model (figure 9) The rotors
were, in contrast to the first
model, with an inside framework
to absorb the stresses of the
rubber motor drive. Tractor
and pusher airscrews were
fitted.
However the model weighed
200g and was almost the same
size as the first which weighed
only 140g. The increased weight
manifested itself in that the
model was not at all airworthy.

The generated buoyancy could not offset the increased weight. The two airscrews did not help
either. I believe that rotor flight models have a very light weight limit. It may also be that the
airscrew arrangement has an unfavourable effect on the generation of lift. One could assume
that the air flow generated by the airscrews would increase the lift but the turbulence of the
air seems to cancel this out.
I gave up my experiments at the time because of the question of materials. I am still of the
opinion that a model built of lighter (balsa) materials could fly successfully.

Well, that is the information chaps, a rubber powered Magnus effect model of about 28”
wingspan fitted with a 10” diameter propeller and weighing 140 grams is stated to have achieved
flights of 10 seconds, which is enough to demonstrate sustained flight. Can we (I mean you of
course) beat that? Here is my suggestion. Start with an A Frame, the twin pusher props will
avoid both torque problems and turbulent air flow over the rotors, retain the foreword
stabiliser and replace the wing with rotors. Job done, let me know how you get on.

Next month it will be 1936 magazines from Italy etc.

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Secretary’s Notes for August 2022 - Roger Newman

Well Colerne has come & gone. Cruelly ruined by pretty strong winds & hence a sparse
attendance. However about a dozen optimistic souls turned out. Still it was nice to see some
old faces & friends & to have time to have some good chats.

Total inactivity but at least the wind direction was favourable!

What happened? As starters, in view of the forecast wind speed & poor conditions the max
was reduced to 90 secs & the number of flights increased to (an optimistic) four. There were
6 entries in the Cagnarata Comp, Dave Hanks of South Bristol excelled himself by entering
three times & placing 1st, 2nd & 3rd with an E20 model, a Hi-Start glider & a Mini-vintage
Senator. Ben Hobbs damaged his coupe – again due to gusty wind tumbling the model after
landing & breaking the wing but re-entered with a CLG & succeeded to get a couple of flights.
Our Hon Treasurer entered an under 25” Vintage Rubber model (the name of which I forget)
but sadly damaged the prop on its first flight giving rise to an early retirement. Generally it
was a tale of woe & rotten weather. Still everyone seemed to enjoy themselves.

Sparse attendance

Nick & I took the decision to abandon entry fees as we have a reasonably healthy kitty & more
as a gesture of goodwill to those who made the effort to turn out. Finished by 3.00 pm as the
wind was gusting strongly – to forecast sadly! Never mind, there might be another chance next
year. As previously, we are indebted to our friends at the South Bristol Club in allowing us to
use their field.
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BMFA Auction et al
The advertised kits from Lindsey are selling slowly, so we have decided to put the remainder
(some 30 are left) into the BMFA Auction that has been advertised in the most recent BMFA
News. It takes place at the end of October & I shall take the kits to Buckminster when I visit
in August. With a bit of good fortune, we may get a few more pennies for club funds. In that
context, Nick has managed to breathe life into several of the CO2 motors that we found
amongst Lindsey’s bits & so they too will be entered in the auction. The auction fee charges
are very reasonable, the kits are taking valuable space in my somewhat limited accommodation
thus the possibility of moving them on to new homes has great appeal. On a similar subject, I
had a welcome visitor (David Bintcliffe) last Weds who very kindly took 6 of Robin Kimber’s
gliders. He is going to convert them to RC rudder assist, so they too will hopefully see a new
burst of flying life.
David has a very elderly friend in France – Louis Fabre, who he tells me was a 4 times French
Class A Team Race Champion. Louis used (probably along with other engines) an ETA 15 in his
winning racers. He is trying to restore one of these motors but needs a crankcase, probably
from an ETA Mk 1 or Mk 2 version. If anyone has such a thing going spare, please consider
donating it to Louis so he can complete his restoration. David can be contacted on:

07718464066 or 01202 737339. Alternatively by email at bintcliffefamily@yahoo.co.uk

Forthcoming events (subject to weather!!!!)
Next up we have the Crookham Gala on 18th September – who knows we may get a veritable
feast of Dixielanders. This will be followed by the annual Croydon Coupe Day on 9th October,
at which it is planned to have a couple of SAM 1066 comps – namely Combined Vintage / Classic
glider & Mini-Vintage, just to counterbalance the rubber classes of the Croydon event. Both
events are – inevitably – on Area 8 of Salisbury Plain. This latter event is sandwiched between
the last two area events of the season, so it promises to be a fairly hectic time. Isn’t it a
paradox that we seem to be having ever more events scheduled & far less active modellers
flying in them? Maybe it’s the last dying spasms of our hobby or am I getting really old & unduly
pessimistic! Or maybe that there are too many competitions & insufficient active competitors
to enter them, but that sport fliers are still around in local fields & flying “under the radar”?
Be interesting to see if anyone cares to comment or has any views on the subject?

The last batch of gliders from Robin Kimber:
No 16: Wing Span 178 cm; Fuselage Length 93 cm (identified as AH24?)
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No 18: Wing Span 176 cm; Chord 16.5 cm; Fuselage Length 112 cm

No 20: Wing Span 148 cm; Chord 15.5 cm; Fuselage Length 90 cm

No 21: Wing Span 176 cm; Chord 16.5 cm; Fuselage length 90 cm
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No 22: Wing Span 236 cm; Chord 13.5cm; Fuselage Length 145 cm

No 23: Wing Span 160 cm; Chord 18 cm; Fuselage Length 92 cm

“A”: Wing Span 193 cm; Chord 16 cm; Fuselage Length 125 cm
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“B”: Wing Span 200 cm; Chord 15 cm; Fuselage length 106 cm

“C”: Wing Span 93 cm; Chord 16 cm; Fuselage Length 107 cm

The following have now been given away/promised: 1, 3, 4, 7. 8. 10, 13, 14, 15, 18, 22, “A”, “B”;

leaving these still to be found a home: 2, 5, 11, 16, 17, 20, 21, 23 & “C”.

These will be taken to Buckminster on 8th August, where anyone who wants one can pick it up
from there. Note that the two piece wings require wing joiners.
Very few have been positively identified.

Canards
Amongst a huge variety of literature in Lindsey’s possession were a couple of photos of the
Miles M35 canard. It prompted a few thoughts which deserve further investigation. Suffice
to say at present, the Miles M.35 Libellula was a tandem wing research aircraft built by Miles
Aircraft as a precursor to a proposed naval carrier fighter. It was named after the Libellula,
a genus of dragonflies. The name jogged a memory chord & a quick search indicated that Doug
McHard had designed & built a model – published in the Feb 1955 edition of the Aeromodeller.
I wonder if anyone ever built one?  Anyway, more research is required on the subject matter.

Quite a few years ago I did
build a canard HLG – adapted
for CLG. The design came from
an American magazine, the
name of which doesn’t come to
mind but it was published
around 1947. It’s noticeable
feature is stability – I can

Miles M35 Libuella
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leave it for months before flying again & the flight pattern never changes, duration is typically
around 45 secs for a reasonable flight which is fine for my local park. I still have it & fly it to
the delight of grandchildren.

There are several canards in our plan collection, so perhaps for next month I’ll do some digging.

Canard Cutie

Roger Newman

Plans for month: - Roger Newman

has to be a canard theme

Glider: Canard Cutie – I scaled mine up to 19” span
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Rubber: Candice by Ray Malmstrom in Aeromodeller April 1972

Power: McCann-ard 27 published in March 9163 Aeromodeller

Roger Newman
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Provisional Events Calendar 2022
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional and Covid restrictions may apply, Check websites before attending

February 27th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 27th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 3rd Sunday Le Petit Classique de Brum, N Luffenham
April 15th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 18th Easter Monday Croydon Wakefield Day + SAM1066,

Salisbury Plain

May 1st Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competition
May 7th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 8th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 29th Sunday FF Nationals, Mini, N Luffenham

June 4th Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June 5th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June19th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 10th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 24th Sunday SAM1066 Club (BMFA) Centenary event.

RAF Colerne
July 30th Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
July 31st Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 6th Saturday Southern Area BMFA Gala, RAF Odiham
August 21st Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 3rd Saturday Peterborough Flying Aces, Ferry Meadows
September 3rd Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 4th Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 11th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions
September 16th Friday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 17th Saturday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 18th Sunday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 18th Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain

October 2nd Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 9th Sunday Croydon Coupe Europa + SAM1066

Salisbury Plain.
October 16th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 29th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue T.B.C.

November 6th Sunday Buckminster Gala
or November 13th

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John Hook – www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
BMFA Southern Area - www.southern.bmfa.uk
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
Aerofred Plans - www.aerofred.com
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


